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Tailoring is the complete photo guide to sewing jackets and coats. Written by sewing professionals,

this book teaches the trusted, proven methods for sewing tailored jackets with impeccable details

and perfect fit. Written for the intermediate sewer who wants to move on to more challenging

projects, this book ensures success with detailed, step-by-step instructions, more than 400 photos,

in-depth discussions about products and how to use them. Tailoring offers guidance for every

aspect of tailoring a jacket: fitting and pattern alteration, fabrics and tools, interfacings, interlinings,

seams and finishes, hand stitches, collars, pressing, topstitching, shaping shoulders, setting in

sleeves, sewing pockets, vents, and making perfect buttonholes.
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'An ideal sewing partner for those progressing to this level.'

Creative Publishing international is a worldwide publisher of how-to books. The company's current

retail offering includes over 300 titles on topics covering home improvement, home decorating,

sewing, crafting, hunting & fishing, and photography. Over the past 15 years, CPi has developed

high-quality photography step-by-step books with nationally recognized brand partners like Black &

Decker and Singer.

I recently completed my first tailored jacket using this book for guidance and it came out great. I



imagine that if I had followed the pattern instructions the final product would not have been as nice.

This book walks you through every step- from interfacing selection to buttonholes (bound and

machine), collar tailoring (notched and shawl, with custom, machine, and fusible methods) to lining

insertion (by hand or machine). There are tons of different techniques presented, all illustrated with

photographs and descriptive captions. I highly recommend this book to anyone who is considering

making a tailored jacket for the first time or someone who wants to learn tailoring techniques beyond

typical pattern instructions.

Well, this is all fine. It is a decent book, and it was a decent book when it was published as the

Singer Sewing Manual for Tailoring.I needed it for my workrooms, so I don't care too much that it is

a total duplicate, but was like um...They didn't actually update ANY of the pics, what they did was

color shift them so that the rich greys, fuchsias, and teals of the late 80s early 90s are now

instagrama-fied. No problem, but you can get that Singer book for about 1Ã‚Â¢ and a couple of

bucks shipping, so do that instead.Here are the ISBN numbers I am comparing:This:

978-1-58923-609-7 or 1-58923-609-2That: 0-86573-241-8 or 0-86573-242-6So just be aware,

decent book for almost all home sewers who want to get into tailoring and haven't had

experience.Just same/same with the two.I included a picture to show what I mean. They didn't

change anything really. The graphic designers just messed with the cropping and color setting.

Superb book for any amateur aspiring to improve the quality of their garments, I picked up so many

tips and it really invigorated my enthusiasm.

bought this book for my daughter, she jumped up and down like it was a new car.

I'm a costume designer that works on most women's clothing.... I wanted to challenge myself and

see if I would be able to make a bespoke blazer for a client.... The fit was perfect... This book is a

must have

This was purchased for someone else

Waste of time. Too complicated . Written for Tailors in Tailor language. Not for the DIY types.Good

for some things but overall, I could get better on youtube watching a seamstress sewwith a sewing

machine.



Easy to follow, pictures are very nice. Good for a beginner who is trying to learn tailoring techniques

on their own.
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